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“Products survive, thrive, and ultimately die based on their ability to effectively deliver value to their users.”
The shift to product caters to the customers, both internal and external, evaluating at their needs to deliver the right value and solutions

There is a shift in the market...
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Siloed understanding of customer needs

Full understanding and attention to customer
A Lean Agile Center of Excellence, LACE, shepherds enterprise products and services to ensure a common and consistent way of working for the entire organization.

The LACE is committed to driving a change of culture, mindset, and behavior. To do this, they provide various products to the organization to create a unified way of working across the Business and Technology and achieve Enterprise Agility.

### Products

**People**
- Agile Health Assessments
- Community of Practices
- Training Program

**Process**
- Standards, Practices & Templates
- Agile SDLC
- SAFe Framework Updates

**Technology**
- Scaled Agile Tooling
A LACE looks holistically at the organizational needs to uncover the ultimate vision and strategy for its products, ensuring that the products will ultimately provide value.
By focusing on the product mindset and strategy, the LACE not only practices what it preaches, but enables a motivated workforce and transformative way of thinking.

- **Sets teams up to deliver on Corporate Strategy**
- **Aligns team around one target at a time**
- **Enables evangelizing and synching with internal stakeholders**
- **Focuses teams on delivering value to customers**

Product mindset & strategy
Thank you!
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